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Complexin Mutants Reveal Partial Segregation between Recycling Pathways That Drive Evoked and Spontaneous Neurotransmission
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Synaptic vesicles fuse at morphological specializations in the presynaptic terminal termed active zones (AZs). Vesicle fusion can occur spontaneously or in response to an action potential. Following fusion, vesicles are retrieved and recycled within nerve terminals. It is still unclear whether vesicles that fuse spontaneously or following evoked release share similar recycling mechanisms. Genetic deletion of the SNARE-binding protein complexin dramatically increases spontaneous fusion, with the protein serving as the synaptic vesicle fusion clamp at Drosophila synapses. We examined synaptic vesicle recycling pathways at complexin null neuromuscular junctions, where spontaneous release is dramatically enhanced. We combined loading of the lipophilic dye FM1–43 with photoconversion, electron microscopy, and electrophysiology to monitor evoked and spontaneous recycling vesicle pools. We found that the total number of recycling vesicles was equal to those retrieved through spontaneous and evoked pools, suggesting that retrieval following fusion is partially segregated for spontaneous and evoked release. In addition, the kinetics of FM1–43 destaining and synaptic depression measured in the presence of the vesicle-refilling blocker bafilomycin indicated that spontaneous and evoked recycling pools partially intermix during the release process. Finally, FM1–43 photoconversion combined with electron microscopy analysis indicated that spontaneous recycling preferentially involves synaptic vesicles in the vicinity of AZs, whereas vesicles recycled following evoked release involve a larger intraterminal pool. Together, these results suggest that spontaneous and evoked vesicles use separable recycling pathways and then partially intermix during subsequent rounds of fusion.
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Significance Statement

Neurotransmitter release involves fusion of synaptic vesicles with the plasma membrane in response to an action potential, or spontaneously in the absence of stimulation. Upon fusion, vesicles are retrieved and recycled, and it is unclear whether recycling pathways for evoked and spontaneous vesicles are segregated after fusion. We addressed this question by taking advantage of preparations lacking the synaptic protein complexin, which have elevated spontaneous release that enables reliable tracking of the spontaneous recycling pool. Our results suggest that spontaneous and evoked recycling pathways are segregated during the retrieval process but can partially intermix during stimulation.

Introduction

Neurotransmitters are released by the exocytosis of synaptic vesicles with the neuronal plasma membrane. Vesicles are docked and released at morphological specializations termed active zones (AZs), which can be visualized with electron microscopy (EM) as filaments attached to the membrane and surrounded by vesicle clusters (Zhai and Bellen, 2004; Südhof, 2013b; Imig et al., 2014). Stimulus-evoked fusion occurs in response to Ca\(^{2+}\) influx into synaptic terminals following an action potential. Vesicles can also fuse and release transmitters spontaneously in the absence of
stimuli, and this release mode is important for neuronal development and plasticity (Cho et al., 2010, 2014; Kavalali, 2015; Reese and Kavalali, 2015).

Following fusion, synaptic vesicles are retrieved into nerve terminals by endocytosis and recycled for additional rounds of fusion. Several endocytic pathways have been described, including clathrin-mediated endocytosis at perisynaptic zones, bulk membrane reuptake, and fast recycling at the AZ (Klingauf et al., 1998; Richmond and Broaddie, 2002; Harata et al., 2006; He and Wu, 2007; Smith et al., 2008; Rizzoli, 2014). Several studies suggest that evoked and spontaneous modes of release may use different recycling pathways (Sara et al., 2005; Kavalali et al., 2011; Ramirez and Kavalali, 2011; Peng et al., 2012; Melom et al., 2013; Reese and Kavalali, 2015; Cork et al., 2016). However, it is still debated whether the recycling vesicle pools used for evoked and spontaneous release can intermix (Groener and Klingauf, 2007; Hua et al., 2010; Schneggenburger and Rosenmund, 2015). In addition, it is not yet understood how coupling between the processes of exocytosis and endocytosis occurs.

Neurotransmission is dynamic and plastic, and it is still debated how endocytic mechanisms respond to adjust to modified exocytosis rates. Evoked exocytosis is triggered by Ca\(^{2+}\) inflow into nerve terminals, and several studies indicate that Ca\(^{2+}\) may accelerate endocytosis (Leitz and Kavalali, 2016). However, some forms of endocytosis are not promoted by calcium (Wu and Betz, 1996; Cousin and Robinson, 2000). Furthermore, it remains unclear how vesicle retrieval is adjusted when exocytosis is promoted in a calcium-independent way.

Vesicle fusion is controlled by the SNARE complex, which mediates the attachment of vesicles to the plasma membrane (Südhof, 2013a). A small cytosolic protein complexin (Cpx) binds to the SNARE complex, promoting evoked fusion (Reim et al., 2001; Xue et al., 2008, 2010) and inhibiting spontaneous release (Huntwork and Littleton, 2007; Yang et al., 2010, 2013). These two Cpx functions are controlled by different molecular mechanisms (Xue et al., 2007, 2009; Cho et al., 2010, 2014), and the inhibition of spontaneous release by Cpx is most prominent in invertebrate synapses (Huntwork and Littleton, 2007; Martin et al., 2011; Jorquera et al., 2012; Wragg et al., 2013).

In the present study, we took advantage of Cpx null (cpx\(^{-/-}\)) Drosophila neuromuscular junctions (NMJs) to investigate the coupling between spontaneous exocytosis and vesicle recycling. Spontaneous exocytosis is increased manyfold at cpx\(^{-/-}\) NMJs (Huntwork and Littleton, 2007; Jorquera et al., 2012), providing excellent experimental conditions for investigating synaptic vesicle recycling during spontaneous activity. Because the loss of complexin promotes spontaneous release selectively and in a Ca\(^{2+}\)-independent manner (Jorquera et al., 2012), cpx\(^{-/-}\) NMJs enable the characterization of vesicle recycling mechanisms activated in response to enhanced Ca\(^{2+}\)-independent fusion. We used EM analysis and photoconversion of the lipophic dye FM1–43, combined with electrophysiology, to investigate spontaneous and evoked vesicle recycling pathways at cpx\(^{-/-}\) NMJs.

**Materials and Methods**

**Fly stocks.** Drosophila melanogaster of either sex were cultured on standard medium at 22°C. The following fly stocks were used: Canton S (WT, Bloomington stocks, RRID:FlyBase:FBst000081), cpx\(^{H11003}\) (cpx\(^{-/-}\)) (Huntwork and Littleton, 2007), HBc105p UAS-transgene rescue expressed using the pan-neuronal elav\(^{c105}\)-g41 driver in the cpx\(^{-/-}\) background (Cho et al., 2014), and the paralytic syntaxin mutant syr\(^{3–69}\) (Littleton et al., 1998).
formed for 5 min in ice-cold 100% methanol. Fixations using NWK (anti-NWK, RRID: AB_2569355) and bruchpilot (BRP, nc82, RRID: AB_2314866) antibodies were performed for 45 min using in HL3.1 containing 4% formaldehyde. Primary antibody dilutions were as follows: anti-BRP (nc82, DSHB), 1:100; anti-Gyrin, 1:500 (Stevens et al., 2012); and anti-NWK, 1:1000 (Rodal et al., 2008). Secondary antibodies were used at a dilution of 1:500 and included AlexaFluor-488-conjugated goat anti-rabbit, AlexaFluor-546-conjugated goat anti-mouse (Invitrogen, RRID: AB_143165, RRID: AB_141370), and AlexaFluor-488-conjugated goat anti-mouse (Invitrogen, RRID: AB_143160). Images were acquired with a LSM 700 confocal microscope using Zen software (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging).

Calcium imaging. The Ca$^{2+}$ imaging experiments were performed as described by Karunanithi et al. (1997). Briefly, stock solution of Fluo 4 AM (Invitrogen) was dissolved in DMSO and kept at $-20\text{°C}$. Final concentration of Fluo 4 AM in the bath was 12 μM. The dye was loaded by incubating preparations at room temperature in the dark. Image acquisition was performed using the real-time confocal microscope (PerkinElmer Life Sciences, 60 water-immersion objective). The preparations were imaged at rest, and then the imaging session was repeated during the stimulation at a 30 Hz frequency for 10 s.

Statistical analysis. Unpaired two-sided t test, one-way ANOVA with post hoc Tukey analysis, and Shapiro-Wilk normality test were performed for dataset comparisons.

Results

Spontaneous release is enhanced ~70 fold at Drosophila 1b boutons in complexin null mutants (cpx<sup>SHT</sup>) (Byk-hovskaia et al., 2013), prompting the question of how nerve terminals maintain this drastically elevated activity. We first assayed whether enhanced spontaneous release depletes synaptic vesicles by performing EM analysis and calculating the overall vesicle density within the entire bouton, the area occupied by a peripheral vesicle cluster (Akbergenova and Byk-hovskaia, 2009b), as well as the vesicle density within these clusters (Fig. 1A). We found no change in overall vesicle density per individualbouton in cpx null mutants compared with control (Fig. 1B, C). Although the overall vesicle density was unchanged in cpx<sup>−/−</sup> boutons (Fig. 1C), the area of vesicle clusters was larger in cpx<sup>−/−</sup> than controls (Fig. 1D). Moreover, synaptic vesicles were more dispersed in cpx<sup>−/−</sup> than controls (Fig. 1D). The unchanged synaptic vesicle numbers (Fig. 1C) indicate that endocytosis is enhanced to compensate for the elevated rate of spontaneous fusion events in cpx<sup>−/−</sup>.

![Figure 1](#)

**Figure 1.** Cpx deletion does not produce a depletion of synaptic vesicles but promotes vesicle dispersion. **A**, Outline of the area of peripherally clustered vesicles (purple shading). Scale bar, 0.5 μm. **B**, Representative micrographs of WT and cpx<sup>−/−</sup> synaptic boutons. Vesicles are densely packed over the periphery of the WT bouton and are dispersed in the cpx<sup>−/−</sup> bouton. Scale bar, 0.5 μm. **C**, Vesicle numbers are unaltered in cpx<sup>−/−</sup> boutons. **D**, The area occupied by the peripheral vesicle cluster is significantly increased in cpx<sup>−/−</sup> boutons. **E**, Synaptic vesicle density within the peripheral vesicle cluster is significantly reduced in cpx<sup>−/−</sup> boutons. **F**, Synaptic vesicle size is not altered by Cpx deletion (n = 300). Data collected from 42 WT and 44 cpx<sup>−/−</sup> boutons (4 larvae for each line). *p < 0.05. ***p < 0.001.
Furthermore, the change in synaptic vesicle density within clusters (Fig. 1D) in cpx<sup>−/−</sup> suggests alterations in vesicle recycling pathways. To test whether the process of vesicle formation during endocytosis may be altered, we compared the size of synaptic vesicles in WT and cpx<sup>−/−</sup> boutons (Fig. 1F). The cumulative distributions and average vesicle diameters were similar in both lines, suggesting that the process of vesicle budding is not altered by Cpx deletion. These results support the hypothesis that the recycling pool of vesicles may be increased in cpx<sup>−/−</sup> boutons to enable multiple spontaneous fusion events. Alternatively, the speed of the endocytic process may be increased in the mutant.

To investigate these possibilities, we performed a more detailed analysis of vesicle distribution and combined it with labeling of the recycling pool.

First, we quantified vesicles surrounding AZs. At Drosophila motor boutons, AZs are represented by filamentous structures (T-bars) attached to the synaptic membrane and surrounded by vesicles. T-bars function to organize Ca<sup>2+</sup> channels and other elements of AZs to achieve the precision and speed necessary for efficient neurotransmission (Owald and Sigrist, 2009). We inves-
tigated how Cpx deletion affects the numbers of vesicles at different layers surrounding T-bars (Fig. 2A). Interestingly, we discovered that cpx⁻/⁻ boutons have significant depletion of vesicles in the vicinity of T-bars (at a distance of 250–400 nm; Fig. 2B), but not in the immediate proximity to T-bars (there are similar vesicle numbers at a distance of 0–200 nm; Fig. 2B). This finding suggests that either vesicle docking or local recycling at AZs can be altered in cpx⁻/⁻ boutons.

To examine this phenomenon more closely, we performed 3D reconstruction of all serial sections containing individual T-bars (Fig. 2C). Vesicles surrounding T-bars were quantified from 3D reconstructions. The vesicles situated within 300 nm from a T-bar (Fig. 2D, black semicircle) were classified and subdivided into the following spatially restricted volumes: (1) vesicles docked and attached to T-bar ("Attached," Fig. 2D, red) which are likely to colocalize with Ca²⁺ channels; (2) vesicles docked near a T-bar but not attached to it ("Docked at AZ," Fig. 2D, green), which may be released in a Ca²⁺-independent mode; and (3) vesicles surrounding a T-bar but not docked to the membrane ("Around T-bar," Fig. 2D, blue) which may replenish either of the two pools of docked vesicles. Vesicles outside of a 300 nm T-bar radius were classified as "Internal" (Fig. 2D, cyan). Synaptic vesicles found in these spatially restricted volumes may reflect various stages of preparation for the release process. Attached vesicles are situated in close proximity to Ca²⁺ channels and probably constitute the readily releasable pool responding to action potentials (Hallermann et al., 2010). Docked at AZ vesicles may be available for Ca²⁺-independent release, whereas those around the T-bar may require additional priming and docking reactions before release (Jiao et al., 2010; Hallermann and Silver, 2013).

Upon quantification of vesicles in each spatially defined volume, we did not observe any significant change in the number of attached vesicles in cpx⁻/⁻ boutons compared with WT (Fig. 2E,F, red), consistent with earlier studies (Jorquera et al., 2012). However, the number of vesicles docked at the AZ (Fig. 2D,E, green) was significantly reduced in cpx⁻/⁻ boutons compared with WT (Fig. 2G). The specific depletion of docked at AZ vesicles in cpx⁻/⁻ suggests that spontaneous release events, which are massively enhanced in cpx⁻/⁻, may occur independently and proximal to the core T-bar machinery. In addition, the pool of vesicles around the T-bar (Fig. 2D,E, blue) was also reduced in cpx⁻/⁻ boutons (Fig. 2H), suggesting that the process of vesicle mobilization or recycling may be altered.

To investigate vesicle recycling in cpx⁻/⁻ boutons, we used the activity-dependent lipophilic marker FM1–43 that can be used to monitor retrieved synaptic vesicles (Cochilla et al., 1999; Ryan, 2001). First, we investigated vesicle recycling during spontaneous activity, using passive dye loading performed in the absence of stimulation. In cpx⁻/⁻ boutons, the FM1–43 fluorescence increased consistently as the dye was loaded passively in the absence of stimulation for 0.5, 2, and 10 min (Fig. 3A,B). After 10 min of loading, a plateau was reached, and increasing the loading time to 20 min did not produce any further increase in FM1–43 fluorescence in cpx⁻/⁻ (Fig. 3A,B). The loading kinetics suggests that, after 10 min, the recycling pool is fully labeled; thus, exocytosis is supplied by the labeled vesicle pool, which does not increase further.

In WT preparations, passive FM1–43 loading produced very weak FM1–43 staining, which was only slightly above the background even after 10 min of loading (Fig. 3C,D). These results demonstrate that substantial recycling of vesicles occurs in cpx-null NMJs, which is not observed in NMJs exhibiting normal spontaneous release rates, suggesting that enhanced spontaneous exocytosis in the cpx⁻/⁻ mutant elicits enhanced reuptake. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that Cpx contributes to spontaneous endocytosis directly and that Cpx deficiency compromises vesicle recycling. To test whether this may be the case, we accessed spontaneous FM1–43 loading in the syntaxin paralytic mutant syx⁻/⁻ (Littleton et al., 1998), which also has en-
Figure 4. Active FM1–43 staining/destaining coupled with dye photoconversion and EM analysis suggests that the overall evoked and spontaneous recycling pathways are partially segregated in cpx−/− boutons. A, Overlay of confocal stacks showing WT and cpx−/− NMJs loaded with FM1–43 dye during electrical stimulation of the nerve at 5 Hz for 5 min. There is increased FM1–43 fluorescence in cpx−/− boutons. Scale bar, 5 μm. B, The FM1–43 fluorescence is increased in cpx−/− boutons after active dye loading. In both WT (Figure legend continues.)
hanced spontaneous release (Lagow et al., 2007). We found that spontaneous FM1–43 loading was enhanced in the syx^{−/−} mutant compared with WT, but to a lesser extent than in cpx^{−/−} (Fig. 3C,D). This result is in agreement with measurements of exocytic rates in both mutants (Bykhovskaia et al., 2013), which have shown that spontaneous transmission in the syx^{−/−} line is enhanced compared with the WT line, but to a lesser extent than in the cpx^{−/−} line.

Thus, our results suggest that enhanced recycling of vesicles helps replenish the synapic vesicle pool to maintain the high spontaneous release rates observed in the cpx null. To determine whether this is the case, we performed photoconversion of internalized FM1–43 dye followed by EM analysis (Harata et al., 2001; Schikorski and Stevens, 2001). We counted vesicles that had internalized the dye (Fig. 3E, black) and examined it as a percentage of the total number of vesicles in the bouton (Fig. 3F). Only a few vesicles (<0.2%) were stained in WT preparations, even after 10 min of passive loading (Fig. 3F, open bars), consistent with the low levels of fluorescence observed in WT (Fig. 3C). In contrast, ~3% of vesicles were stained after 0.5 min of passive loading, increasing dramatically, to 15%–20% after 10 min (Fig. 3F, closed bars). Thus, the recycling vesicle pool is drastically increased in cpx null animals, positively correlating with the overall increase in the rate of spontaneous release.

We next asked whether this observed spontaneous recycling pool participates in evoked release. To address this question, we performed FM1–43 loading by stimulating the preparations at 5 Hz for 2 or 5 min, followed by photoconversion and EM analysis (Fig. 4A–D). The 2 and 5 min loading times in cpx^{−/−} and WT produced similar levels of FM1–43 fluorescence (Fig. 4B), suggesting that the recycling pool was fully loaded by 2 min of stimulation in both lines. However, FM1–43 fluorescence was significantly higher in cpx^{−/−} boutons. It should be noted that evoked synaptic transmission is decreased in cpx^{−/−} boutons (Jorquera et al., 2012); therefore, it is unlikely that the recycling pool used by the evoked release component in cpx^{−/−} boutons is increased. The enhanced levels of FM1–43 uptake detected in cpx^{−/−} compared with WT is likely to result from the enhanced spontaneous release component that is occurring concurrently during stimulation, reflecting an increase in the spontaneous recycling pool in cpx^{−/−}. This result indicates that the recycling pools contributing to evoked and spontaneous release in cpx^{−/−} boutons are additive.

To quantify the recycling pool at stimulated preparations, we performed FM1–43 photoconversion for WT and cpx^{−/−} preparations and visualized loaded FM1–43 by EM after 5 min of stimulation at a frequency of 5 Hz (Fig. 4C,D). The number of stained vesicles in cpx^{−/−} boutons significantly exceeded the number of stained vesicles in control boutons (Fig. 4D). Because <0.2% of stained vesicles in WT boutons result from spontaneous release (Fig. 4F), the observed recycled vesicles after 5 min of stimulation in WT boutons (Fig. 4D) are almost exclusively from retrieval following evoked release. Therefore, the observed difference in recycled vesicles in WT versus cpx^{−/−} boutons is likely a result of the massively enhanced spontaneous release rates that occur in the cpx null. This difference (~20%; Fig. 4D) between genotypes closely matches the size of the spontaneous recycling pool observed in the absence of stimulation (Fig. 3F). This result suggests that vesicles recycle independently following evoked and spontaneous release and that separable recycling pathways exist for these forms of neurotransmission in the cpx null.

To test whether spontaneous and evoked recycling pools remain completely separated, or whether they may become intermixed during the release process, we loaded preparations with the dye during nerve stimulation (5 min at 5 Hz) and monitored the kinetics of passive destaining (Fig. 4E,F). We found that destaining was significantly faster in cpx^{−/−} preparations (Fig. 4F, the exponential decay τ = 8.34 ± 0.23 for cpx^{−/−} vs τ = 18.82 ± 0.61 for WT, p < 0.001). This result may be interpreted as a release of the evoked recycling pool in cpx^{−/−} preparations produced by enhanced spontaneous release. However, because the vesicle pool stained in cpx^{−/−} during stimulation is comprised of both evoked and spontaneous recycling pools, it is also possible that a faster overall destaining kinetics in cpx^{−/−} is produced by a fast initial release of vesicles retrieved though the spontaneous pathway and a subsequent slower release of the evoked recycling pool. In support of the latter interpretation, cpx^{−/−} preparations (Fig. 4F, gray line) exhibited a biphasic destaining, where the initial phase (0–3 min, slope of linear regression b = −899.4 ± 86.9, r = −0.993) was significantly faster than a subsequent phase (3–15 min, b = −196.2 ± 8.9, r = −0.997). During the initial phase (3 min of destaining), ~40% of the fluorescence in cpx^{−/−} boutons was lost, and the fluorescence of cpx^{−/−} boutons became similar to that of WT boutons. This destaining kinetics can be interpreted as the fusion of the spontaneous recycling pool during the initial phase, followed by the fusion of the evoked pool during the subsequent phase. Interestingly, the slope of the second destaining phase in cpx^{−/−} preparations (3–15 min, b = −196.2 ± 8.9, r = −0.997) was significantly higher than that in WT preparations (b = −101.2 ± 11.2, r = −0.982), suggesting a faster loss of stained vesicles even during the second phase, presumably corresponding to the release of the evoked pool. To further investigate whether the evoked and spontaneous recycling pools intermix during the release process, we compared passive destaining in cpx^{−/−} preparations loaded passively (10 min) with the preparations loaded during the nerve stimulation (5 min at 5 Hz). We found that the difference in destaining kinetics between actively and passively loaded preparations was very modest (Fig. 4G), although statistically significant (τ = 5.13 ± 0.18 min for active staining vs τ = 7.07 ± 0.21 min for passive staining, p < 0.01). Thus, cpx^{−/−} preparations loaded actively show a somewhat slower destaining, suggesting that the evoked recycling pool is released in the spontaneous mode, but with a slower rate than the spontaneous recycling pool. Together, these results support a model that intermixing of the spontaneous and evoked vesicle pools does occur during the release phase, although it is likely that the intermixing is partial.
To further examine whether evoked and spontaneous recycled vesicles are distinctly mobilized, we took advantage of the proton pump blocker Baf. Acute Baf application inhibits vesicle refilling; thus, the degree of depression in the presence of Baf can be used to monitor loss of the recycling vesicle pool because recycled vesicles cannot participate in subsequent rounds of neurotransmitter release (Cousin and Nicholls, 1997; Akbergenova and Bykhovskaia, 2007). To test whether the spontaneous release component can deplete the evoked recycling pool, we recorded spontaneous and evoked postsynaptic responses (mEPSPs and EPSPs, respectively) using sharp electrode potential recordings from the postsynaptic muscle. After recording basal neurotransmission, we applied Baf (0.4 μM) for 10 min and then recorded additional mEPSPs and EPSPs (Fig. 5A). We reasoned if the spontaneous and evoked recycling pools intermix, the enhanced spontaneous release events in cpx/−− in the presence of Baf would eventually deplete the available vesicle pools, and we would observe a depression in EPSPs. In contrast, we anticipated that control NMJs would not exhibit Baf-dependent depletion due to the comparably low rate of spontaneous release events that would not deplete vesicle pools during the 10 min of Baf application. As predicted, control preparations did not exhibit a significant depression in either mEPSP frequency (4.1 ± 0.8 vs 4.9 ± 1.0 s) or EPSP amplitude (18.6 ± 0.8 vs 21 ± 0.6 mV) after Baf treatment (Fig. 5A, B, white bar). In contrast, cpx/−− mutants exhibited an ~50% decrease in mEPSP frequency (46.1 ± 3.5 vs 87.9 ± 4.4 s) and an ~35% decrease in EPSP amplitude (9.7 ± 0.3 vs 15.1 ± 0.4 mV) after Baf treatment (Fig. 5A, B, gray bar). A potential confound in these experiments is that cpx/−− preparations have reduced evoked release (Huntwork and Littleton, 2007; Jorquera et al., 2012), and this could potentially affect the depression rates in cpx/−−. To bypass this confound, we used a Cpx mutant (HB mCpx I) that has normal evoked release but maintains highly elevated spontaneous release rates (Cho et al., 2014) (Fig. 5A). HB Cpx mutants exhibited Baf-dependent depression similar to the cpx null (36.9 ± 4.6 vs 85.9 ± 6.4 s mEPSP frequency, and 13.7 ± 0.3 vs 20.3 ± 0.9 mEPV EPSP amplitude). Together, these results suggest that the elevated spontaneous release events in the cpx null and the HB Cpx line deplete the pool of vesicles available for evoked release, consistent with recycled vesicles pools intermixing and becoming available for both spontaneous and evoked release.

It should be noted that mEPSP frequency in the cpx/−− and HB mCpx I lines before the treatment could be underestimated due to high release rates and a potential overlap of individual mEPSPs, and this would produce an underestimation in the Baf-dependent depression of spontaneous release. Despite that, the degree of Baf-dependent depression of spontaneous release significantly exceeded the depression observed for evoked release (Fig. 5B, C; 47.5 ± 2.6% for spontaneous vs 35.2 ± 3.8% for evoked, p < 0.001). These results support the conclusion that the segregation of evoked and spontaneous recycling pools is only partial.

**Figure 5.** Spontaneous and evoked vesicles pools are depleted by the elevated spontaneous transmission in cpx/−− and HB mCpx I lines treated with the proton pump blocker Baf. A, Sample spontaneous (left) and evoked (right) traces of the indicated genotypes (Control, cpx/−−, and HB mCpx I). After recording basal minis and EJPs (black traces), larvae were treated with 4 μM Baf for 10 min. After Baf treatment, the recordings were repeated (red lines). Post-treatment depression in both spontaneous and evoked transmission in the mutant lines but not in the control line. B, Spontaneous transmission is significantly reduced in cpx/−− and HB mCpx I lines following Baf treatment (cpx/−− = 52.4 ± 3.8% of basal mini frequency [n = 8] and HB mCpx I = 42.3 ± 3.1% of basal mini frequency [n = 7]). Control animals exhibit only a minor decrease (88.4 ± 6.7% of basal mini frequency [n = 7]). C, cpx/−− and HB mCpx I lines exhibit a modest but significant decrease in evoked transmission following Baf treatment (cpx/−− = 64.8 ± 2.6% of basal EPSP amplitude [n = 8] and HB mCpx I = 68.2 ± 8.2% of basal EPSP amplitude [n = 7]). Control animals exhibited EJP amplitudes of 89.2 ± 5.8% (p = 0.01) compared with the basal response. Each n value indicates a single muscle recording, with data generated from at least three individual larvae of each genotype. **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. ****p < 0.0001.
Together, these results suggest that cpx−/− terminals have an increased recycling pool of vesicles, which is comprised of partially segregated evoked and spontaneous pools. It could be suggested that the elevated spontaneous exocytosis in cpx−/− boutons enhances vesicle retrieval, and this process occurs independently of nerve stimulation. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that cpx−/− terminals have modified synaptic architecture, endocytic machinery, or Ca2+ levels, and these defects produce enhanced vesicle retrieval in the absence of stimulation. To explore this possibility, we examined synaptic architecture and Ca2+ levels in cpx−/− boutons. Immunostaining for the AZ marker BRP and the vesicle marker synaptogyrin (Gyrin) did not show any detectable alterations in the synaptic architecture of cpx−/− boutons (Fig. 6A). Immunostaining for the endocytic periactive zone marker NWK (Rodal et al., 2008) suggested that the endocytic periactive zone is unaltered in cpx−/− boutons (Fig. 6B). Finally, imaging Fluo-4 AM-loaded terminals indicated that similar Ca2+ levels are observed in cpx−/− and WT boutons at rest and during stimulation (Fig. 6C). These results support the idea that the enhanced spontaneous exocytosis observed in cpx−/− boutons produces an increased compensatory retrieval, which does not depend on increased Ca2+ levels.

These findings suggest that evoked and spontaneous recycling pools are largely segregated during endocytosis, although they may partially intermix during the release process. To explore how the recycling pools are formed during endocytosis, we analyzed the spatial distribution of retrieved vesicles. We reasoned that different endocytic pathways are likely to produce different distributions of FM1–43-stained vesicles around AZs (Fig. 7A). In particular, fast vesicle retrieval without the loss of vesicle identity (Murphy et al., 1998; Aravanis et al., 2003) would produce preferential staining of the “Attached” vesicles (Fig. 7A1, red). In contrast, retrieval at the periactive zone followed by fast recycling (Watanabe et al., 2013a, b) would produce preferential staining of the vesicles “Around T-bar” and possibly “Docked at AZ” (Fig. 7A2, blue and green). Finally, an endocytic pathway may involve the intraterminal vesicle pool (Rizzoli and Betz, 2004, 2005), which would produce preferential staining of the vesicles “Around T-bar” and possibly “Docked at AZ” (Fig. 7A3, cyan). To discriminate between these pathways, we analyzed the spatial distribution of spontaneous and evoked recycling pools.

**Figure 6.** cpx−/− mutants exhibit normal synaptic architecture and calcium levels compared with controls. A. Overall distribution of AZs is unaltered in the cpxSH1 mutant compared with controls. Control and cpxSH1 mutant larval NMJs were stained with antibodies to the AZ protein, BRP (anti-NC82), and the synaptic vesicle marker, synaptogyrin (anti-gyrin). Scale bars: main, 4 μm; inset, 2 μm. B. Overall distribution of the endocytic zone marker NWK is unaltered in the cpxSH1 mutant compared with controls. Control and cpxSH1 mutant larval NMJs were stained with antibodies against BRP and the periactive zone-enriched endocytic protein, NWK (anti-NWK). C. Calcium levels at rest and upon stimulation are unaltered in the cpxSH1 mutant compared with controls. Scale bar, 10 μm. Image represents terminals loaded with Fluo-4 AM during the stimulation. Graph represents Fluo-4 fluorescence intensity at rest and during the stimulation; n = 15 for each genotype.
Figure 7. The spatial organization of vesicles recycled spontaneously at cpx–/– boutons. A, Diagram schematically showing that different endocytic mechanism would produce different spatial distributions of recycling vesicles around AZ. A1, Vesicles recycle without losing their identity: vesicles docked and attached to T-bars (Attached, red) are fused and retrieved (kiss and run mechanism). Such a pathway would produce preferential staining of attached vesicles (right, filled red circles). A2, Vesicles are recycled at the periactive zone and are directed to AZs. Such a pathway would produce preferential staining of vesicles around T-bar and docked at AZ (right, filled blue and green circles). A3, Recycled vesicles are intermixed with intraterminal vesicles and subsequently directed to AZs. Such a pathway would produce preferential staining of internal vesicles (right, filled cyan circles). B, Electron micrograph showing a T-bar surrounded by vesicles. The preparation was loaded with dye for 10 min. There are stained vesicles (black), many of which surround the T-bar. Scale bar, 500 nm. Bottom, Same micrograph with color-coded vesicles. Filled circles represent stained vesicles. Red represents attached. Green represents docked at AZ. Blue represents around T-bar. Cyan represents internal. The T-bar is outlined for clarity. A larger proportion of stained vesicles around the T-bar (filled blue vs filled cyan). C, The proportion of recycled vesicles within different groups after 10 min passive loading. A lower proportion of internal (cyan) stained vesicles compared with the attached (red) and docked at AZ (green) vesicles. Data collected from 14 AZs (2 larvae). D, The proportion of recycled vesicles at different groups after 2 min passive loading. A very low proportion of stained attached vesicles (red). Data collected from 12 AZs (2 larvae). E, The proportion of recycled vesicles at different groups after 30 s passive loading. The highest proportion of stained vesicles occurs around T-bar (blue). Data collected from 12 AZs (2 larvae).
First, we investigated the recycling pathway that drives spontaneous fusion by analyzing the spatial distribution of vesicles stained after passive dye loading at \(cpx^{-/-}\) boutons (Fig. 7B, C; 10 min loading). Interestingly, we found that approximately 50% of docked vesicles were stained (green and red bars) and that the proportion of stained docked vesicles significantly exceeded the proportion of stained internal vesicles (≈20%). This result suggests that spontaneous vesicle retrieval is likely to take place in the vicinity of T-bars, as shown in Figure 7A1, A2. It should be noted, however, that the 10 min dye loading paradigm (Fig. 7B, C) would allow considerable vesicle intermixing. Therefore, we analyzed the spatial distribution of stained vesicles produced with shorter loading times (Fig. 7D, E). We found that the shortest loading time used (30 s; Fig. 7E) produced a preferential staining of the vesicles around T-bars (Fig. 7E, blue bar), but none of the stained vesicles belonged to the attached group (Fig. 7E, absent red bar). This result suggests that the “kiss and run” release and retrieval mode is unlikely. A longer loading time (2 min; Fig. 7D) produced a very small proportion of attached stained vesicles (2%, red bar), and a larger proportion of stained vesicles docked at AZs (8%, green bar), with the largest proportion of stained vesicles around the T-bar (13%, blue bar). This overall retrieval pattern is most consistent with the recycling pathway presented in Figure 7A2 where vesicles become retrieved in the vicinity of AZs and subsequently dock to the plasma membrane, with some of the recycled vesicles being directed toward the internal pool.

We next examined whether a similar scenario would occur with the evoked recycling pathway. To address this question, we analyzed the distribution of recycled vesicles (Fig. 8A) for preparations loaded with dye during nerve stimulation (5 Hz for 5 min). Because WT preparations show very low spontaneous release rates (≈1 vesicle per second per bouton) (Bykhovskaia et al., 2013), the staining pattern at stimulated evoked WT preparations largely reflects the evoked recycling pathway. In contrast, the staining pattern at stimulated \(cpx^{-/-}\) preparations would reflect the simultaneous activity of evoked and spontaneous recycling. We found that in WT preparations the highest proportion of recycled vesicles were in the internal pool (Fig. 8B, cyan bar). No recycled vesicles were found in the attached group in WT boutons (Fig. 8B, absent red bar, C). This staining pattern

---

**Figure 8.** The spatial organization of vesicles recycled during the nerve stimulation is altered in \(cpx^{-/-}\) boutons. Preparations were stimulated at 5 Hz for 5 min. A, Representative micrograph showing recycled vesicles at WT and \(cpx^{-/-}\) boutons after active dye loading. Stained (black) vesicles are uniformly distributed over the entire \(cpx^{-/-}\) bouton, whereas in the WT bouton most of the stained vesicles are not in the vicinity of the T-bar (the area outlined by a black semicircle, at a radius of 300 nm around the T-bar). Scale bar, 500 nm. B, In WT preparations, recycled vesicles predominantly belong to the internal group (cyan bar). Data collected from 12 AZs (2 larvae). C, In \(cpx^{-/-}\)boutons, recycled vesicles are distributed evenly and include those attached and docked at AZs, as well as internal. Data collected from 27 AZs (2 larvae). D, A model for evoked (1) and spontaneous (2) recycling pathways.
matches the recycling pathway presented in Figure 7A3 where retrieved vesicles are taken up into the internal pool and subsequently mobilized to AZs.

These results suggest that spontaneous and evoked release triggers different retrieval pathways, with spontaneous vesicle retrieval taking place at AZs (Fig. 7A2) and evoked retrieval involving the intraterminal pool (Fig. 7A3). If this is the case, then we could expect that the retrieval at stimulated \( cpx^{-/-} \) preparations would represent a mixture of the two patterns because \( cpx^{-/-} \) preparations have prominent evoked and spontaneous release components. Indeed, stimulated \( cpx^{-/-} \) preparations had approximately half of the attached vesicles being stained (Fig. 8C, red bar), similar to the staining pattern observed during passive dye loading (Fig. 7C). In addition, these preparations also had a relatively large proportion of stained internal vesicles (\( \sim 30\% \); Fig. 8C, cyan bar). This result is consistent with partial segregation of vesicle recycling that is specific to the mode of release: vesicles preferentially recycle around AZs following spontaneous fusion, whereas evoked recycling involves the intraterminal vesicle pool (Fig. 8D).

**Discussion**

We took advantage of *Drosophila cpx^{-/-}* mutant synapses to examine mechanisms of synaptic vesicle recycling. The loss of \( cpx \) selectively promotes spontaneous exocytosis, providing an advantageous system to investigate how the endocytic machinery responds to accommodate the enhanced spontaneous exocytosis. The spontaneous exocytosis rate in \( cpx^{-/-} \) is increased 50- to 100-fold (Bykhovskaia et al., 2013), and this increase is independent of external \( Ca^{2+} \) (Jorquera et al., 2012). We found that synaptic boutons can accommodate this drastic increase in the spontaneous release without any noticeable vesicle depletion. These results show that endocytic rates in \( cpx^{-/-} \) boutons adjust to accommodate the increased exocytic load, in agreement with earlier studies suggesting that the exocytic load largely determines the endocytic rate (Fernández-Alfonso and Ryan, 2006; Balaji and Ryan, 2007). It is still debated how the adjustment in endocytic rates occurs (Leitz and Kavalali, 2016). Only a subpopulation of all vesicles in the terminal, the recycling vesicle pool (Rizzoli and Betz, 2005), participates in the exocytic/endocytic process, and thus the size of the recycling pool may increase to accommodate the increased exocytic load. Conversely, the endocytosis process may be accelerated without any increase in the recycling pool. Our results suggest that increased spontaneous release is accommodated by an increase in the recycling vesicle pool.

One could argue that Cpx deletion may enhance endocytic rates directly. However, three lines of evidence suggest that this is not the case. First, we observed that the recycling pool at rest is increased in another mutant with enhanced spontaneous exocytosis, the paralytic syntaxin mutant \( syx^{6-69} \). Second, we did not detect any alterations in the architecture of active and perisynaptic zones in \( cpx^{-/-} \) boutons using EM and immunocytochemistry, even though we cannot rule out entirely a potential role for altered levels or localization of some components of the endocytosis pathway. Third, we found that \( Ca^{2+} \) levels in \( cpx^{-/-} \) boutons are not altered. These data argue that the increased recycling pool in \( cpx^{-/-} \) boutons is produced by compensatory vesicle retrieval triggered by enhanced exocytosis, and suggest that \( cpx^{-/-} \) boutons can be used as a genetic model to study the recycling pathway associated with spontaneous activity. If this is the case, then the conclusions obtained for the \( cpx^{-/-} \) mutant can be generalized, suggesting that spontaneous fusion followed by retrieval represents a separate recycling pathway that uses a specialized vesicle pool. Although further studies are needed to unambiguously establish the \( cpx^{-/-} \) mutant as a model to study spontaneous recycling pathway at normal synapses, the results obtained in a different mutant line, \( syx^{6-69} \), support the relationship between enhanced rates of spontaneous fusion and an increase in the recycling vesicle pool used at rest.

Our results also suggest that the spontaneous recycling pool created in \( cpx \) boutons only partially intermixes with the recycling pool available for evoked transmission. Indeed, our FM1–43 loading experiments demonstrated that activating the evoked recycling pathway adds to the spontaneous recycling pool. Furthermore, FM1–43 destaining experiments suggested that spontaneous exocytosis primarily involves the spontaneous recycling pool. However, our results also suggest that the evoked recycling pool can participate in spontaneous exocytosis, but with slower kinetics. In line with this interpretation, the analysis of synaptic depression in the presence of the vesicle refilling blocker Baf indicates that the vesicle pool available for evoked transmission can be partially depleted by spontaneous release, but to a lesser extent than the vesicle pool available for spontaneous transmission.

These results elucidate the question of whether evoked and spontaneous vesicle turnover is separated. Although it has been long debated (Voglmaier and Edwards, 2007) whether evoked and spontaneous synaptic transmission originates from the same vesicle population, recent evidence suggests these two pathways have certain molecular (Crawford and Kavalali, 2015) and morphological (Melom et al., 2013) distinctions. On the other hand, several studies (Groemer and Klingauf, 2007; Hua et al., 2010; Wilhelm et al., 2010) provide strong evidence that spontaneous and recycling vesicle pools can intermix. Our results suggest that the spontaneous and evoked endocytic pathways produce additive recycling pools, which can partially intermix during exocytosis.

Our findings also suggest that the spontaneous vesicle turnover largely involves vesicles surrounding AZs, but not those attached to \( Ca^{2+} \) channels directly under the T-bar. Two lines of evidence support this model. First, \( cpx^{-/-} \) boutons showed a selective depletion of vesicles around T-bars and those docked at AZs, but not the docked vesicles attached to T-bars. This result suggests that spontaneous exocytosis largely involves vesicles, docked at a distance from \( Ca^{2+} \) channels, that are clustered nearby to T-bars (Owald and Sigrist, 2009). Second, FM1–43 loading coupled with photoconversion and EM analysis at distinct time points demonstrated that spontaneously recycled vesicles in \( cpx^{-/-} \) boutons are initially found predominantly around T-bars and subsequently become docked or directed inside the terminal. Notably, a different distribution was observed for the evoked recycling pool, suggesting a model (Fig. 7D) where retrieved vesicles become intermixed with intraterminal vesicles and subsequently become docked at \( Ca^{2+} \) channels and undergo fusion.

In conclusion, the detailed analysis of synaptic vesicle recycling in \( cpx^{-/-} \) boutons allowed us to delineate endocytic/exocytotic pathways for spontaneous and evoked release components. It has been long recognized that vesicle reuptake can occur in different modes, which may depend on the experimental preparation and the stimulation paradigm (Saheki and De Camilli, 2012; Wu et al., 2014). It has been documented that vesicles can be retrieved at perisynaptic zones via clathrin-mediated exocytosis. Intense stimulation paradigms can also induce bulk membrane reuptake followed by vesicle pinching off. Finally, in certain experimental conditions, vesicles can be fused and re-
Trierved at AZs without losing their identity. It has been long debated whether these endocytic mechanisms contribute to recycling pathways during different experimental conditions. Our study suggests that transient vesicle fusion and reuptake are unlikely to be a prevalent recycling mechanism for either evoked or spontaneous release at the *Drosophila* NMJ. In addition, these findings suggest that spontaneous and evoked release components mobilize separate recycling pathways (Fig. 8D) that form separate recycling pools. However, these recycling pools partially intermix during exocytosis, possibly as they undergo a sorting process in the vicinity of AZs.
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